Sunny Cable Technology
First in signal accuracy!

“The Box”
Giant Supreme Extension Cord!

What Are The Results?

In essence, “The Box” is a giant extension cord with the
equivalent of 50 feet of our Supreme Power Cable using
our time‐accurate cable technology.

For audio equipment, the improvements are more coherent
imaging, more vivid 3‐D soundstage, cleaner sound, and
more natural ambience. Power amplifiers would work with
much ease as if they have become more powerful.

No Electronics Or Circuitries
Unbelievable as it may seem: there are no electronics or
active circuitries of any kind, either in series or in parallel,
inside “The Box”.

For video equipment, especially with projectors, the images
would become brighter; have better contrast, color balance
and saturation, fewer artifacts, and improved resolution.
Features:

How Does It Work?

•

“The Box” works like our Power Cables in two unique
ways:
1.
2.

To supply unrestricted and instantaneous current.
To attenuate electrical noises.

•
•
•

Constantly Changing Current Demand
Audio and video signals are almost never constant but
change rapidly and continuously, with respect to time.
Most A/V equipment will draw varying amounts of
electricity in accordance to the workload required at
different moments, all in accordance with the program
materials.

•
•

•
•

Less Inductance, Faster Transit Response
By practically eliminating inductance, our patent pending
technology empowers “The Box” with extremely fast
transit response, thus freeing it to operate with an almost
superconductor‐like pathway for electricity.
Noise‐Attenuating Capability
By virtue of our patent pending design with its
revolutionary conductor configuration, “The Box” has
inherent noise‐attenuating capability, which improves in
direct proportion to the length of our unique conductor‐
core used.
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Unique combination of MDF and metal chassis for the
best overall acoustic properties.
Proprietary damping of conductor‐core for optimal
control of vibration and resonance.
Shielding provided by unique combination of copper
and aluminum chassis.
Special grounding post for star grounding of the entire
A/V system to minimize noise level and prevention of
ground loop.
Pure brass connectors selected for best audio and video
performance over gold or rhodium plated ones.
Totally passive. Does not consume electricity. No
active parts to repair.
A set of three softwood support pegs provided for
superior acoustical properties. Ebony pegs available at
additional cost.
Dimensions: 19” W x 13” D x 6” H (48.3 x 33 x 15.2 cm)
Net weight: Approx. 60 lbs (27.3 Kg).

Specifications:
•
•
•

One 110v, 20‐amp Hubble IEC inlet.
Four individual 110v, 15‐amp Hubble receptacles.
Rated for 15‐amp continuous draw.

Awards:
•

2006 Publisher’s Choice Award presented by The
Stereo Times.
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600 Series Cables
Least Expensive Reference Cables
Features:
Although it is our least expensive reference cables, our 600
Series will out‐perform all other designs of reference cables
on the market, regardless of price!

•
•

Out‐Performs All Other Cable Designs
•
Really? Yes, really! The reason is very simple. No other
cable designs could effectively eliminate inductance like
our patent pending technology. And if you could not
drastically reduce inductance in a cable, you cannot
transmit audio or video signals accurately.

•

Top Quality Production

•

Even though our 600 Series cables are value‐priced, they
are not cheap production models.

•

Patent pending conductor‐core design assures time‐
accuracy.
Multi‐layered shielding system effectively stops EMI
and RFI from entering the signal pathway.
Unique external ground wire (except Power Cables,
which are grounded through the connector’s ground
pin) to drain away external interferences at the first
instance.
Special plugs and connectors selected for their
exceptional performance in audio and video
applications.
Pearlescent White Teflon sleeves standard. Conductive
Black sleeve available as option.
Handcrafted in U.S.A.

Reviews:
In fact, since June 2005, all our 600 Series cables have been
substantially upgraded with the following features:

•

•

•

February 2007 – “Cables R Us Part Six: Sunny Cable
Technology Cables” by Roy Harris, Reviewer for
Audiophilia.
May 2006 – “Sunny Cable 600 Series: “Time Accurate”
Home Theatre Cables” by Danny Richelieu, Managing
Editor for Widescreen Review.
April 2005 – “Sunny Cable Technology Cables” by
Michael Wright, Reviewer for The Stereo Times.

Awards:
•
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2007 Most Wanted Component Award presented by
The Stereo Times.
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1000 Series Cables
Best‐Value Reference Cables

Features:

While the 600 Series reference cables are for the budget
conscious, the 1000 Series reference cables are for the value
minded.

•

•
We design the 1000 Series cables to be capable of delivering
more than 70% of the performance of our top‐of‐the‐line
Supreme cables. Yet the 1000 Series cables are only
marketed at a fraction of the price of our Supreme cables.

•

•

Best Performance at Shows
We were so confident about the capabilities of our 1000
Series cables that we used them exclusively for our Home
Theater and two Stereo Music demos at CES 2006. The
level of excellence exhibited was pushed up so high above
existing standards, there was no need to bring out the
Supremes!

•
•

Reviews:

A Definite “Best Buy”!

•

Undeniably, our 1000 Series cables have the best
performance per dollar value of all cables in the world.

•

Therefore, in terms of performance value, our 1000 Series
reference cables are definitely a “best buy”!

•
•
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August 2007 – “Musical Honesty – The Best Policy” by
Greg Petan, Managing Editor for The Stereo Times.
September 2005 – “Sunny Cable Technology 1000 Series
Cables” by Arnis Balgalvis, Executive Editor of The
Audiophile Voice.

Awards:
•
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More elaborate conductor‐core design (patent pending)
that is very close to the sophistication of our Supreme
cables.
Multi‐layered shielding system effectively stops EMI
and RFI from entering the signal pathway.
Unique external ground wire (except Power Cables,
which are grounded through the connector’s ground
pin) to drain away external interferences at the first
instance.
Special plugs and connectors selected for their
exceptional performance in audio and video
applications.
Pearlescent White Teflon sleeves standard. Conductive
Black sleeve available as option.
Handcrafted in U.S.A.

2007 Editor’s Choice Award presented by The Stereo
Times.
2005 Most Wanted Component Award presented by
The Stereo Times.
Audiophilia Best – Best Sound of CES 2006.
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Supreme Series Cables
Best Reference Cables In The World!

Features:

Supreme. State of the art. Best of the best. Crème de la
crème.

•

These are our top‐of‐the line cables. They represent the
culmination of everything we know about designing and
making cables.

•
•

Only the best materials are used with meticulous attention
to details. Nothing is held back. The result is the absolute
best cables money can buy.

•

Totally “Invisible”!
•
What are the “sonic attributes” of our Supreme cables?
Well, there are none!
In fact, if you regard other reference cable designs to be
“neutral” or “transparent”, then by comparison, our
Supreme cables would be totally “invisible”!

•

Reviews:
•

Supreme!
What more can we say? How can mere words describe a
viewing and listening experience so profound and
enlightening? How can a person imagine the unbelievable
level of realism and accuracy when he or she has never
experienced it before?

Most elaborate and sophisticated application of our
patent pending conductor‐core design. The best that
we know how.
Multi‐layered shielding system effectively stops EMI
and RFI from entering the signal pathway.
Unique external ground wire (except Power Cables,
which are grounded through the connector’s ground
pin) to drain away external interferences at the first
instance.
Special plugs and connectors selected for their
exceptional performance in audio and video
applications.
Choice of Pearlescent White Teflon or Conductive
Black sleeve.
Handcrafted in U.S.A.

March 2006 – “Sunny Cable Supreme Digital Cable,
Speaker Wire and The Box” by Clement Perry,
Publisher of The Stereo Times.

Award:
•
•

2007 Editor’s Choice Award presented by The Stereo
Times.
2006 Publisher’s Choice Award presented by The
Stereo Times.

You simply can’t. You’ll have to experience it firsthand to
fully appreciate it.
The Supreme Series reference cables are for people who
insist on having the best, and only the best.
The name says it all. Supreme. There is no competition, at
any price. Period!
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